Cultural Considerations When Caring for African Americans

Module 16-AA: Spirituality

Quote: “Dying is a spiritual process with medical implications.” Gwen London, DMin
ABSTRACT

Spirituality plays an integral role in how the individual with cancer and his/her family adapt to the experience of cancer.

In this module, spirituality, religion, and spiritual coping are defined and contrasted. The historical role of religion and the current demography of religious affiliation in the African American population are reviewed. The importance of spirituality and religion in the everyday lives of African Americans as well as in the lives of those affected by cancer is explored, and compared with the U.S. population as a whole. Spiritual issues of importance to those with cancer, as well as unmet spiritual needs, are discussed. The effects of different types of spiritual/religious coping on quality of life and health outcomes for African Americans and the U.S. population as a whole are described. Recommendations from professional organizations related to spiritual assessment and intervention are presented. Various methods of performing spiritual assessments are outlined, and recommendations for effective culturally sensitive interdisciplinary interventions to alleviate spiritual distress are proposed.
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OBJECTIVES

At the completion of this module, participants will be able to:

- Define spirituality and religion, and explain the difference between them
- Describe the historical role of religion in the African American community
- Identify demographic trends in the religious and spiritual beliefs of African Americans compared with the general U.S. population
- Outline the role that spirituality plays in adjusting to advanced cancer, both in the general population and among African Americans
- Describe methods of performing discipline-specific spiritual assessments
- Formulate pertinent discipline-specific and interdisciplinary spiritual interventions in the plan of care for patients with advanced cancer

DEFINITIONS

Awakenings: Evangelical spiritual renewals which swept the colonies/United States in the 18th and 19th centuries. The First Great Awakening spread from England and Europe to the colonies from about 1730-1760. The Second Great Awakening began in the 1790’s, continuing into the 1830’s, and saw the rise of evangelical Methodists and Baptists.¹ ²

Ministry of presence: A form of servanthood characterized by suffering, alongside of/with the hurt and oppressed. Ministry of presence for pastoral professionals means vulnerability to and participation in the life-world of those served.³
Religion: Beliefs and practices that center on questions about the meaning of life which may involve the worship of a supreme being. Balboni defines religion as a specific set of beliefs about the transcendent that are shared by a community and are often associated with common sacred writings and practices.\textsuperscript{4} London states that religion is structured around doctrines that propose answers to the universal questions of spirituality.\textsuperscript{5}

Religious/spiritual coping: How a patient makes use of his or her religious/spiritual beliefs to understand and adapt to stress.\textsuperscript{6} Several instruments have been developed to assess religious coping. The one mentioned below, the Brief RCOPE, is a 14-item scale derived from the longer 63-item RCOPE scale that assesses the degree to which patients make use of various religious methods of coping with their current illness, with either a positive or negative frame. Both versions of the RCOPE have been validated, originally in moderately- to severely-medically-ill elderly hospitalized patients, primarily Christian, from the Southeast United States, where 38 percent of the validation sample was non-white.\textsuperscript{7}

Positive religious/spiritual coping: A constructive reliance on faith to promote healthy adaptation. Some examples of positive religious coping (based on the Brief RCOPE) are spiritual connection, seeking spiritual support, religious forgiving, collaborative religious coping, benevolent religious reappraisal, religious purification, and religious focus.\textsuperscript{7}

Negative religious/spiritual coping: Tends to view illness as a divine punishment and can herald existential crisis. Examples from the Brief RCOPE include spiritual discontent, punishing God reappraisal, interpersonal religious discontent, demonic reappraisal, and reappraisal of God’s powers.\textsuperscript{7}

Spiritual Reframing: With those who attribute their suffering to God’s punishment, an intervention to reframe the idea that God did this to them because they deserved it; substituting the idea that God enters into and can potentially help transform their suffering.\textsuperscript{8}

Spirituality: There have been many attempts to define spirituality, but there is no universally accepted definition. In the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Dictionary of Cancer Terms, spirituality is described as having to do with deep, often religious, feelings and beliefs, including a person’s sense of peace, purpose, connection to others, and beliefs about the meaning of life.\textsuperscript{9} Balboni describes spirituality as an individual’s relationship to—and experience of—the transcendent, whether through religion or other paths.\textsuperscript{5} According to London, spirituality is a much broader concept than religion, and can be defined as “the inner desire to connect with a higher reality and to experience through that connection a sense of completion and wholeness.” It involves the universal search for meaning and is grounded in the awareness that, as humans, we are part of some reality that is greater than ourselves.\textsuperscript{10} According to Wright, “Spirituality is concerned with the intangibility of transcendance and the tuning in to something both beyond and within, something deeper, something wider, something bigger.”\textsuperscript{11}

Case Study Vignette

The patient, Mrs. Washington, is a 54 y.o. African American woman with advanced metastatic cancer who was hospitalized for treatment of sepsis. She has not responded to antibiotic therapy
and is currently bedbound and essentially unresponsive. The patient’s family (daughter, two sons, husband, and sister) are gathered around the bed in the hospital room.

The doctor, nurse, and chaplain walk into the room, and begin to discuss options with the family for the continuing care of Mrs. Washington in light of her spiritual values and beliefs. There is discussion between the healthcare providers and the family around the family’s belief that a miracle may occur.

Dr. Richard Payne discusses the value of hospice care, and its congruence with African American Spirituality at the end of the video.

The video vignette can be accessed at the following url:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oWv9TVEQUQ

INTRODUCTION

The United States is generally considered to be a very religious nation, and the African-American population is considerably more religious than the general population on a number of measures; compared with the general population in the United States, a higher percentage of African Americans believe in God, belong to a religion, attend church regularly, and pray daily. A higher proportion of African Americans view spirituality as very important in their daily lives, especially at times of crisis such as serious illness. The vast majority of African Americans in the United States are Christians, and most belong to historically black churches or Evangelical Christian denominations. A small minority of African Americans are Muslims.

Historically, African Americans have been vulnerable to untimely death. For African American slaves, death was often viewed as a release from suffering, and a “going home”. Heaven, in the songs of African American slaves, was often portrayed as “just on the other side of the Jordan.” The world of nature was a place for spiritual discernment and understanding; even in the darkest of circumstances, “God always makes a way out of no way”.

Overcoming struggle and persevering in spite of hardship are also central images in the songs and traditions of early African Americans, as well as contemporary African Americans’ writings and oratory.

African Americans commonly rely on their spirituality in positive, constructive ways in order to navigate the vicissitudes of life. This module explores the role that spirituality plays in the lives of African Americans and others faced with advanced cancer.

The Historical Role of Religion in the African American Population

Origins

From the 16th to the 19th century, millions of Africans were brought over to the Americas as slaves; about 645,000 came to what is now the United States. They came from diverse cultures and spoke different languages. Some were Muslim (about 20 percent) and some were Catholics
converted by missionaries in Africa, but most had other belief systems and cultures. Several factors made it difficult for the slaves to hold onto their prior belief systems: the harsh conditions of slavery, the separation from their native land and their families, and the deliberate attempt on the part of the slaveholders to eradicate “heathen” cultures. Yet remnants of their customs survived and were melded into their new lives and belief systems: belief in the curative power of roots and the efficacy of the world of spirits and ancestors, as well as certain rhythms, songs, and dances.  

In the 18th and 19th centuries, evangelical movements called “Awakenings” spread from Europe to the New World. The movements stressed the importance of an emotional, personal connection with God, and emphasized that all men could be saved, if they chose to be. Subjective experience was more valuable than intellectual learning and credentials. The forms of worship—enthusiastic singing, clapping, dancing, and spirit possession—seemed familiar to the African slaves and consistent with their former worship patterns and customs. Initial evangelization was conducted at revivals and camp meetings by white missionary preachers such as George Whitefield from England, but many African Americans, free men and slaves alike, joined the evangelical movement and began preaching throughout the country as itinerants, and many also established independent black churches. Sojourner Truth—a former slave who felt called by God at the age of 30 to set out as a free woman—and other African American women also became itinerant preachers. She preached abolition, women’s suffrage, and the Gospel, and rose to national prominence and met Presidents Lincoln and Grant. Many of the African American men started their own congregations, in both the North and the South, though distinct forms of worship developed due to the differing conditions in each region.

In the South, slave preachers George Liele, David George, and Jesse Galphin formed a Baptist faith group among plantation slaves and in 1773 became the oldest all Black congregation in America, founded as the Silver Bluff Baptist Church in Aiken County, South Carolina. Both free and enslaved blacks were members. The group later moved to Savannah and—under the auspices of Andrew Bryan, an ordained minister in the Baptist Church—founded the Bryan Street African Baptist Church, which later became the First African Baptist Church of Savannah. Many other African American Christian congregations emerged in similar fashion throughout the South.

Discontent

Initially, slavery was denounced by the evangelical religious movement of the Great Awakening and the Second Awakening. However White Christian ministers began to justify the institution of slavery as acceptable to Christians; they invoked the “good slave” who, by remaining subservient and obedient to his master, would attain heaven. Enslaved blacks rejected this idea as hypocritical and antithetical to Christianity, which should uphold the equality of every man before God.

Slave rebellions in the early 1800’s like the one led by Nat Turner in Southampton County, VA, triggered a reaction: Black worship that was not supervised by Whites or was led by Black preachers was banned in many Southern states. African Americans then organized the “invisible church,” creating secret messages to call African Americans to “hush harbors” where they were free to practice an evangelical Christianity comprised of African rhythms, singing, and beliefs. It
was also primarily in the South that many new African slaves were imported to support the burgeoning cotton industry (after the invention of the cotton gin). Both of these trends elevated the importance of traditions and cultures from Africa, compared with the Black churches in the North.\textsuperscript{19, 20}

Toward the end of the 18\textsuperscript{th} century, Black churches were started in many areas in the North, such as Philadelphia, Boston, and New York, when White congregations tried to segregate their Black members. When this happened at St. Thomas Episcopal Church, Reverend Richard Allen and Absalom Jones formed the Free African Society in 1787, the first Black mutual aid association in Philadelphia, which was initially non-denominational. Absalom Jones then founded the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas in 1792, and Richard Allen went on to establish the African Methodist Episcopal Church in 1816. Independent Black Churches established in the North generally more closely resembled their White counterparts.\textsuperscript{18}

In 1829, four free Black women, refugees from Haiti, established the nation’s first permanent community of Black Catholic nuns in Baltimore, MD. In 1875, James Augustine Healey became the 1\textsuperscript{st} African American bishop in the Roman Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{19}

In the early 19\textsuperscript{th} century, many Methodist congregations around the country coalesced into the African Methodist Episcopal Church. Later in the century, the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church and the National Baptist Convention formed.\textsuperscript{19}

While many African Americans were drawn to the independent Black churches, many others chose to remain in bi-racial Presbyterian, Congregational, or Episcopal congregations, while others joined newer movements such as the Shakers or the Mormons.\textsuperscript{17}

After emancipation, many of the northern Black churches that had actively struggled against the institution of slavery and provided aid to escaped slaves sent missionaries to the South to evangelize among the newly freed slaves, and to bring education and social support to the African Americans there. In the meantime, the number of Southern Black churches was on the rise. Black churches became the center of cultural and social life for African Americans, forming schools, providing for the indigent, doing job training, establishing orphanages and prison ministries, starting newspapers, and supporting each other through the struggles of daily life.\textsuperscript{21}

\textit{Diversity and Activism}

The diversity of religions and cultures found among the original African slaves persisted in America, not only among Christian denominations, but also among other faith traditions.

W.D. Fard was a silk merchant who settled in Detroit and promoted Islam among African Americans; in 1934, Elijah Muhammad assumed leadership of the Nation of Islam.\textsuperscript{19}

Gandhi’s precepts on the use of non-violence as an agent of social change were brought back to the United States in 1937 by Howard Thurman, a Baptist pastor and educator, among whose students was Martin Luther King Jr.\textsuperscript{19}
African American churches have incorporated much more civic and political activism into their ministries than have other churches, from the period of slavery through emancipation and the civil rights movement to the present day.

Throughout history, the church has provided a haven and also social and practical supports to African American individuals and families that were not available to them in society at large. African Americans have turned to the church in times of crisis, including at the time of dying. Faith communities often provide a primary source of support for African Americans with severe life-threatening illnesses such as cancer.\(^{10}\)

Many African American churches maintain these helping functions to the present day, and several have developed specialized ministries for those struggling with end-of-life issues and concerns.\(^ {13}\)

**RELIGIOUS DEMOGRAPHY OF THE AFRICAN AMERICAN POPULATION**

Compared with the general population, African Americans are considerably more religious. Eighty seven percent of African Americans identify with a religious group, with most (59 percent) belonging to historically black Protestant churches.\(^ {12}\) (See Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historically black Protestant churches</td>
<td>59 (40 percent Baptist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelical Protestant churches</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainline Protestant churches</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic church</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaffiliated</td>
<td>12 (19 percent of those older than 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atheist/Agnostic</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Pew Forum: A Religious Portrait of African-Americans\(^ {12}\)

Nearly eight in ten African Americans say religion is very important in their lives (compared to 56 percent among all U.S. adults). Even 72 percent of unaffiliated African Americans say religion plays at least a somewhat important role in their lives, and over half say it plays a very important role. More than half of African Americans attend religious services at least weekly, 76 percent pray at least daily, and nearly nine in ten are absolutely certain that God exists; 55
percent interpret scripture as the literal word of God (versus 33 percent of the general population), 83 percent believe in angels and demons (vs. 68 percent) and 84 percent believe in miracles (vs. 79 percent). Religious commitment is somewhat higher in African American women than men.\footnote{12}

About 1 percent of African Americans are Muslims, many of whom belong to the Nation of Islam while a significant but smaller proportion identify with Sunni Muslims.\footnote{12,14} The Muslim and Christian faiths have many beliefs in common. Both are monotheistic religions that trace their ancestry to the patriarch Abraham. Christians believe that God is merciful, and Muslims believe that Allah is a God of Mercy. Muslims believe that we die only when Allah wills it, and many Christians believe that God determines the timing and circumstances of death. Both faiths believe in a judgment day or day of reckoning, bodily resurrection after the day of reckoning, and life after death, with rewards for the faithful and a return to God or Allah. Both faiths refer to apocalyptic writings about events on the earth that will lead to an end to earth as we know it, followed by the creation of a new earth.

Of course, there are differences as well. Muslims believe that Muhammad, who lived around the turn of the 7th century CE, is the greatest and last prophet and the messenger from Allah. Christians, who believe that Jesus is God, do not believe in Muhammad. Muslims do not believe that Jesus is God, though He is viewed as a prophet; Muslims do not believe in the Christian doctrine of the Trinity of God. Muslims put more emphasis on formal prayer, called salaat, and are obligated to pray five times daily, at specified times, in a specified format. However like the Christian faith, the Muslim faith also encourages informal prayer.\footnote{14} There are also cultural differences in traditional religious rites between (and within) each faith, and differences in the prescriptions and proscriptions about diet and clothing.

It is important for healthcare providers to know that there are prohibitions against caregivers of the opposite sex providing medical care for Muslim men and women. It is important for seriously ill Muslims to have same-sex providers who are respectful of their faith practices.\footnote{22}

Many African Americans hold conservative views on such ethical issues as abortion, euthanasia and homosexuality.\footnote{12}

**IMPORTANCE OF SPIRITUALITY/RELIGION TO THE PERSON WITH ADVANCED ILLNESS**

**General population**

Several empirical studies document the importance of spirituality and religion to patients with serious illnesses such as cancer. Koenig found that intrinsic religiosity (the motivation behind religious belief and action as measured by the Hoge Scale) was significantly and independently related to the time to remission of depression in a group of hospitalized, depressed elderly patients.\footnote{23} Ayele et al. found that 86 percent of hospitalized and long-term care patients used religious activities to cope with their problems.\footnote{24}
In a qualitative descriptive study of 8 post-stroke patients, Robinson-Smith found that prayer was used for coping after a stroke, and that participants described prayer as indispensible to their recovery. Themes included: reaching toward God and asking for help, praying with increased intensity and focus, finding strength and being unburdened and comforted through prayer, and connecting with God, nature, family, friends and self.  

Levin reviewed the results of three national surveys, The Myth and Reality Aging survey, the second Quality of American Life survey, and the Americans’ Changing Lives study; he found evidence for the salutary effect of religious involvement on: life satisfaction, depressive symptoms, happiness, chronic anxiety, emotional adjustment, coping, self-esteem and mastery, subjective health, physical symptoms, and functional disability. He also cited epidemiologic studies showing that certain aspects of religious involvement may extend life.  

In a literature review of the impact of religious commitment on health status, Matthews found a large proportion of published empirical data suggesting that religious commitment: plays a beneficial role in preventing mental and physical illness, improves coping, and facilitates recovery from illness. He found the literature compelling enough to recommend that family physicians:

- routinely assess how the patient utilizes religion in handling illness,
- inquire how the health provider can support the patient’s faith,
- encourage the patient to make use of health-promoting religious resources from the patient’s own religious tradition, and
- refer the patient to clergy or chaplaincy as an adjunct to standard medical care.  

Meisenhelder surveyed a national sample of 1,014 church lay leaders, and found that the frequency of prayer was significantly related to higher mental health scores, and concluded that prayer may prevent or mitigate depression and anxiety.  

Steinhauser investigated factors of importance at the end of life among a national random sample of 340 patients with advanced illness; being at peace with God was ranked second in importance, only marginally behind pain control.  

**African American population**  

Christian African Americans have been shaped by the cruelties of slavery to their ancestors, as well as their ongoing experiences with racial discrimination and oppression. Many view God as an all-powerful father figure in control of humans at all times and in all situations. Christian African Americans throughout history have embraced the thought that they are children of God, and that God will ultimately reward them for their suffering. God’s objective for His children may not always be liberation, but rather survival, and positive meaning can be found even in bad situations.  

Hamilton conducted in-depth interviews with 28 African American breast and prostate cancer survivors, and found that many viewed themselves as having a close personal relationship with God, who provided support through presence, healing, taking away worries, and by sending
others to help when needed. Many expressed the view that God would give them no more than they could handle, and they reported that He helped them to cope with pain, symptoms and worries. God was viewed as being in control of the situation—whatever happened was viewed as His will. In fact, many of these cancer survivors reported “turning it (the cancer/situation) over to God” and believing that whatever was asked for would be granted (known as “claiming” the healing), that God would heal them. God was also seen as the provider of the medical treatments, and was responsible for the knowledge of the doctors prescribing the treatment. For some African Americans, especially those who considered cancer as a stigma, God was the first—and at times only—confidant with whom they talked about their situation. This population of cancer survivors also felt it was extremely important to repay God through service to others.31

Steffen et al. found that among African Americans with high blood pressure (BP), higher levels of religious coping lowered BP levels when awake and asleep. The association was not found in Whites. African Americans also typically scored higher than Whites on measures of intrinsic religiosity and report using higher levels of religious coping.32

Matsuyama et al. conducted focus groups to compare African Americans and Caucasians in their perceptions and beliefs related to cancer care. They found a lot of commonality in the experiences regardless of ethnicity, but there were also differences: African Americans were more likely to: report increased religious behaviors, believe that healthcare providers demonstrate care with simple actions and provision of practical assistance, and use church and community information sources instead of solely relying on healthcare providers for information.33

SPIRITUAL ISSUES IN ADVANCED CANCER

The spiritual needs of the patient with advanced cancer include the need for belonging; the need for relationship to self, others, and a higher power; the need to explore meaning in life; and the meaning of suffering and death. These needs may be expressed in the form of questions such as those listed in Table 2.10

Table 2: Questions experienced by patients with severe illness or cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who am I?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do I really believe?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the things that I value in life?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is this all there is to life?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the things that give my life meaning?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What have I contributed by this life that I have lived?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the things that I have left behind that are good?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the mistakes that I have made?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the things that I have left undone?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What is the state of my relationships?
What are the things that I have left unsaid?

Recognizing the fundamental importance of spiritual care as a component of quality palliative care, the Archstone Foundation of Long Beach, California in 2009 organized a Consensus Conference of interdisciplinary palliative experts. The goal of the Consensus Conference was to identify points of agreement about spirituality that apply to health care and to make recommendations that would advance the delivery of quality spiritual care in palliative care.

The panel identified spiritual issues that arise in the care of the seriously ill patient and family. (see Table 3)

Table 3: Spiritual issues identified by the Consensus Panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spiritual Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existential concerns (that is, questions about meaning and worth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandonment (by community, friends, family, God)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger (at God and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerns about relationship with deity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts or challenged belief systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despair/Hopelessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grief/Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilt/Shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconciliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious-specific; for example, ritual needs, inability to take part in religious practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious/spiritual struggle; for example, religious or spiritual beliefs, the community not helping with coping, etc.; loss of faith or meaning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the consensus panel, a spiritual issue becomes a diagnosis in need of intervention when the issue:

- leads to distress or suffering,
- causes a psychological or physical diagnosis (such as depression, anxiety, chronic pain), or
- affects the ability to address a physical problem (for example, the patient refuses needed medical interventions for religious reasons).
According to Chaplain Wright, a significant spiritual injury is considered to be present if the person states that he/she experiences any of the following feelings “often” or “very often:”

- Guilt over past behaviors
- Grief or bereavement
- Life has lost its meaning or purpose
- Despair and hopelessness
- Anger and resentment blocking peace of mind
- Doubts or disbelief in God
- Fear or worry about death
- Life or God has treated you unfairly

Such spiritual disequilibrium can occur on a continuum of intensity or severity from *spiritual concerns* (defined as “the potential disruption of one’s beliefs, assumptions, or values that occurs when one’s valued relationship with one’s self, others, ideas, nature, higher power, art, or music is threatened or challenged.”) through *spiritual distress* (“the disruption of one’s beliefs, assumptions, or values that occurs when one’s valued relationship with one’s self, others, ideas, nature, higher power, art, or music is threatened or broken.”) to *spiritual despair* (“the dissolution and/or disintegration of one’s source of meaning and hope, leading to one’s feeling little to no hope of resolution.”)

Spiritual distress can be felt by the patient and/or the patient’s family, and can manifest as struggling with end-of-life decision-making, having questions and concerns about the afterlife, or being involved in an incessant search for meaning and an understanding of suffering.

**Unmet spiritual needs**

The Coping With Cancer study was a federally funded, multi-institutional, multi-investigator, longitudinal investigation examining factors associated with the well-being of advanced cancer patients and their families. The study generated numerous research projects analyzing such areas as:

- ethnic disparities in end-of-life care;
- effects of discussion of prognosis on patients, families, and health providers;
- factors predictive of patient preferences for end-of-life care;
- how those preferences and actual care received impact quality and cost of care; and
- factors influencing survivor/caregiver adjustment after death of a patient.

Balboni analyzed whether spiritual care from the medical team impacts medical care received and quality of life at the end of life, and whether outcomes varied according to styles of religious coping. Among the 230 study participants (61 percent White, 19 percent African American, 17 percent Hispanic), 88 percent of patients considered religion to be at least somewhat important (68 percent very important) in coping with cancer. Among African American participants, 89 percent reported that religion was very important. Spiritual needs were minimally or not at all met by:
their religious congregation in nearly half of the group as a whole and slightly more than half of the African American participants;
- the medical system in 72 percent; and
- both in 42 percent.

Almost half of the group as a whole had not even received a pastoral care visit. High levels of religiousness were found to be associated with wanting all measures to extend life, and this occurred more commonly among African American participants.

SPIRITUAL COPING AND ITS EFFECT ON QUALITY OF LIFE

Frameworks for understanding the role of spirituality in relation to coping

Many studies (most of them observational) have examined the effect of spirituality/religion on health outcomes of patients with serious illness. Comparing studies is difficult because there is no uniformity or consensus on what is being measured. Several frameworks have been conceptualized to attempt to understand the role that spirituality plays in the overall well-being of individuals. Some examples are presented below:

Gall et al. describes a framework based on a transactional model of stress and coping that can provide a “scaffold” to organize and understand the explosion of research in the area of religion, spirituality, coping and health. (see Figure 1)
An initial stressor prompts the individual to search for a spiritual cause of the stressor and also to identify specific spiritual resources that may be used in response to the stressor. This level, in turn, interacts with personal factors, such as individual religious/spiritual beliefs, problem-solving styles (for example, self-directive, deferring, or collaborative), and hope. Personal factors refer to spiritual connections to nature, others and the transcendent. Personal factors also include spiritual coping behaviors, which may be organizational, private or non-traditional, such as prayer, sacred scripture, song, and meditation. These all coalesce to inform meaning-making for the individual, such as defining life’s purpose or generating personal transformation and spiritual growth. How this process unfolds has profound impact on individual well-being in all areas: emotional, social, physical and spiritual.  

Adapted from Gall. © 2005, Canadian Psychological Association. Permission granted for use of material.
Pargament proposed another framework (the RCOPE), which he used to develop a measure of religious coping. He postulated that there are five key religious functions:

1. Find Meaning
2. Gain Control
3. Gain Comfort and Closeness to God
4. Gain Intimacy with Others and Closeness to God
5. Achieve a Life Transformation

To achieve these functions, individuals can use several coping strategies including active, passive, and interactive coping methods, as well as problem-focused and emotion-focused approaches. These strategies were then used to devise and test factors sorted into positive and negative coping scales. These were tested and found to have predictive value for better or worse adjustment to illness.⁷

**Different types of spiritual coping, and evidence of positive/negative effects on quality of life (QOL) and length of life**

Earlier foundational studies, using broad measures of religious coping such as the presence or absence of religious behaviors (such as attending services, the frequency of prayer), found a positive correlation between increased religious behaviors and quality of life, but did not attempt to examine the multi-factorial nature of spirituality and how different aspects of spirituality impact health outcomes.⁸⁹,⁴⁰,⁴¹

More recently, studies on the relationship of spirituality to health have explored the multifaceted nature of spirituality in the individual, and how various facets impact health decisions and outcomes.

In developing RCOPE, Pargament identified numerous religious coping items, which he categorized as being positive or negative.⁹ (See Table 4) Researchers have found numerous correlations between the type/degree of religious coping and health-related outcomes:

- The majority of patients with advanced cancer use primarily positive religious/spiritual coping, an approach even more emphasized among African Americans.¹⁵

- The use of primarily positive religious/spiritual coping (for example, seeking spiritual support, benevolent religious reappraisals) by patients was associated with improvements in health, function, mood, quality of life, and better spiritual outcomes, although there was also an association with patients who used positive religious coping having more physical symptoms than those who did not.¹⁵ The use of positive religious coping strategies by caregivers was associated with more satisfaction with care giving, though more burden was also reported.⁴²

- The use of some of the items included in negative religious/spiritual coping (for example, punishing God reappraisal, interpersonal religious discontent) by patients predicted declines in health and quality of life, risk for depressed mood, and spiritual struggle.⁸,¹⁵ The use of primarily negative religious coping strategies by caregivers was associated
with poorer quality of life, more burden, increased likelihood of major depressive or anxiety disorder, and lower levels of social support, optimism and self-efficacy. 42

- Patients with advanced cancer who use a high level of positive religious coping were nearly three times as likely to receive intensive life-prolonging care near death.8 This is problematic, since aggressive end-of-life cancer care (compared to hospice care) has been associated with worse quality of life and more physical and emotional distress for patients with cancer, and for their caregivers carries an increased risk of major psychiatric disorders (such as post-traumatic stress, prolonged grief disorder).43,44

Table 4: Positive and negative religious coping items from the RCOPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive coping items</th>
<th>Negative coping items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.  Looked for a stronger connection with God</td>
<td>1. I’ve been wondering whether God has abandoned me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.  Sought God’s love and care</td>
<td>2. I’ve been feeling that the cancer is God’s way of punishing me for my sins and lack of devotion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.  Sought help from God in letting go of my anger</td>
<td>3. I’ve been questioning God’s love for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.  Tried to put my plans into action together with God</td>
<td>4. I’ve been wondering what I did for God to punish me like this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.  Tried to see how God might be trying to strengthen me in this situation</td>
<td>5. I’ve been wondering whether my church has abandoned me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.  Asked forgiveness for my sins</td>
<td>6. I’ve been thinking that the devil made this happen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.  Focused on religion to stop worrying about my problems</td>
<td>7. I’ve been questioning the power of God.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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True et al. explored 3 types of spiritual coping among cancer patients:

1. Collaborative religious coping, or seeking control through a partnership with God or a higher power.
2. Active religious surrender, defined as actively giving up control to a higher power.
3. Seeking spiritual support, or searching for comfort and reassurance through love and care of a higher power.45

In this study, African American patients were more likely to report a belief that their fate was in the hands of a higher power, were more likely than Whites to:
• use spirituality to cope with illness,
• turn to a higher power for support,
• believe in divine intervention
• desire all life-supportive measures
• not have advance directives in place.

SPIRITUAL ASSESSMENT

Why do a spiritual assessment?

The belief systems of patients and families have been found to have a major impact on treatment decisions. For instance, in a study of patients with lung cancer, faith was cited as the second most important factor influencing treatment decisions, after oncologist recommendations. Effective spiritual coping can improve the patient’s quality of life, help him/her to deal with the effects of disease, help ameliorate distressing symptoms, and help improve their spiritual well-being, including helping them to find meaning and hope. Lower rates of depression, better mental-health status, better physical health, stress-related growth, spiritual growth, and reduced rates of mortality are also related to effective spiritual coping. Ineffective or negative spiritual coping, or unmet spiritual needs, can lead not only to existential distress but also to uncontrolled physical symptoms, declining functional status, and even early death.

Is spiritual assessment acceptable to patients and families?

McCord et al. administered a questionnaire to 921 respondents who were patients at one of four family practice residency training sites to determine when it is appropriate for physicians to inquire about spirituality or religious beliefs, the reasons why patients want physicians to know about their spiritual beliefs, and what they want physicians to do with the information. One in five patients was African American.

• 83 percent wanted physicians to ask about spiritual beliefs in at least some circumstances, such as in the setting of life-threatening illness, serious medical condition, or loss of a loved one, in order to promote better understanding between the physician and the patient.

• About two in three patients believed the information would affect the physicians’ ability to encourage realistic hope (67 percent), give medical advice (66 percent), and change medical treatment (62 percent).

In a similar study of 214 (35 percent African American) consecutive patients visiting the pulmonary outpatient practice at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, two in three respondents favored including in the medical history a question like: “Do you have spiritual or religious beliefs that would influence your medical decisions if you became gravely ill?” Sixteen percent reported that they would not welcome such an inquiry. Only 15 percent recalled being asked this information by the healthcare provider.
In a study of 203 family practice adult inpatients in Kentucky and North Carolina, over 75 percent of patients wanted their physicians to consider their spiritual needs, 37 percent wanted physicians to discuss these needs with them more frequently, almost half wanted their physicians to pray with them, and 68 percent reported that their physicians never discussed religious beliefs with them. Similarly, in a survey of inpatient rehabilitation patients, 75 percent felt that their religious and spiritual beliefs were important, over half desired pastoral counseling, 45 percent thought too little attention was paid to their religious and spiritual beliefs, and nearly 75 percent said that no one from the health care staff ever spoke to them about spiritual and religious concerns.

In contrast to the above studies, a pilot study of spirituality and care of 14 African American prostate cancer patients revealed that 75 percent had spoken with their doctors about their spiritual and religious beliefs, and that more than half of the physicians had solicited their patients’ spiritual beliefs; one third reported their physicians had been in contact with their clergy (less than the two-thirds who reported a preference for their doctor and clergy to be in contact with one another).

**Recommendations of professional groups related to spiritual assessment and intervention:**

A number of regulatory, credentialing, and professional organizations in healthcare have addressed the importance of spirituality in the care of patients and families. Standards of practice, regulatory requirements, and ethical directives have been developed to encourage respectful and culturally competent care and spiritual assessment, and interventions. (See Table 5)

**Table 5: Healthcare organizations addressing spiritual issues in care delivery**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Statements/ Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Medical Association</td>
<td>Statement on end of life care: Patient’s spiritual goals should be given priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Society of Clinical Oncology</td>
<td>Policy statement on cancer care during last phase of life: Optimize quality of life through meticulous attention to…spiritual needs of patient and family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Code of Ethics (US)</td>
<td>Enable patients to live with as much spiritual well-being as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Council of Nurses Code of Ethics</td>
<td>Promote environment in which spiritual beliefs of patients and families are respected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association of Social Workers</td>
<td>Endorses the biopsychosocial-spiritual perspective. Recognize spiritual factors that influence decision-making. Have essential knowledge of spiritual needs and how to address them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of Professional</td>
<td>Standards of practice include standards for assessment and delivery of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Statements/ Policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaplains</td>
<td>spiritual care, and standards for teamwork and collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services</td>
<td>Addresses spiritual assessment and interventions in hospice, long term care, and complex case management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Commission</td>
<td>Requires spiritual assessment be performed and spiritual care be offered and available to all hospitalized patients; standards for hospice and home health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Consensus Project for Quality Palliative Care</td>
<td>Clinical practice guidelines: IDT* includes professionals with skill in assessment of and response to spiritual and existential issues for patients/families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Quality Forum</td>
<td>Preferred Practices for Palliative Care include 4 related to spiritual care: development of spiritual care plan, use of structured spiritual assessment, provision of information about and spiritual care services, IDT* includes trained spiritual counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Consensus Conference Recommendations on Improving the Quality of Spiritual Care as a Dimension of Palliative Care</td>
<td>Key areas: spiritual care models, spiritual assessment, spiritual treatment/care plans, inter-professional teams, training/certification, personal and professional development, and quality improvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refs. 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63 *IDT= Interdisciplinary team

**Instruments/Tools for spiritual assessment**

Many instruments have been developed to assess spirituality. Some of these instruments are used in research and have been psychometrically tested, while others have been developed as practical tools to help the clinician obtain a spiritual history. Among the instruments developed for use in research, the Perspectives of Support From God Scale (PGS)\(^\text{30}\) was specifically developed to be used in research with Christian African American cancer survivors; PGS focuses on the support believed to come from God as opposed to support that comes from a religious community, clergy, or health care providers.\(^\text{30}\) Other research instruments include a measure of religious coping (RCOPES), the Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Spiritual Well-being Scale (FACIT-sp),\(^\text{64}\) and the Multidimensional Measurement of Religiousness/Spirituality (MMRS) for Use in Health Research.\(^\text{65}\) (See Figure 2 for cross-cutting themes across varying instruments)
Clinical practice: The 3 types of spiritual assessment that are pertinent to interdisciplinary healthcare providers are spiritual screening, spiritual history, and formal spiritual assessment.

Spiritual Screening is a quick triage to determine if the person is experiencing serious spiritual crisis and needs immediate referral to a board-certified chaplain (board certification requires 1,600 hours of clinical pastoral education) An example: “Are spirituality or religion important in your life? How well are those resources working for you at this time?”

Spiritual history uses a broader set of questions to capture pertinent information about needs, hopes and resources. There are many spiritual history tools that have been developed to aid care providers in the field (see Table 6); for example, FICA, SPIRIT, FACT, and HOPE.

Table 6: Comparison of several spiritual history tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FICA</th>
<th>SPIRIT</th>
<th>HOPE</th>
<th>FACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F – Faith and Beliefs</td>
<td>S – Spiritual belief system</td>
<td>H – Sources of Hope, strength, comfort, meaning, peace, love and connection</td>
<td>F – Faith (and/or Beliefs, Spiritual Practices)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One instrument that was developed specifically for oncologists to explore the spiritual and religious concerns in adults with cancer is the Oncologist Assisted Spiritual Intervention Study (OASIS) Patient-Centered Spiritual Inquiry (See Appendix 1). In this exploratory study of 118 consecutive patients in an oncology group practice, oncologists felt comfortable using the spiritual exploration with 85 percent of patients and over 75 percent of patients felt the questions were “somewhat” to “very” useful. At 3 weeks, the intervention group (those who had been interviewed about their religious/spiritual concerns) had greater reductions in depressive symptoms, more improvement in QOL, and improved sense of interpersonal caring from their physician than those who had not been interviewed.  

(See Appendix 1 for additional information on Spiritual Assessment instruments)

The NCI Spirituality in Cancer Care (PDQ®) summary for health professionals has a helpful table comparing several of the assessment instruments for: spirituality, purpose, characteristics, and level of psychometric development.

**Formal Spiritual Assessment**, generally conducted by a board-certified chaplain, is a more extensive process of active listening to a patient’s story that identifies and addresses spiritual issues in greater depth.

**Importance of spiritual self-awareness among Healthcare Providers**

Various authors have supported the premise that it is importance for the health care provider to engage in introspective exploration of his/her own spirituality before attempting to assess the spirituality of the patient or family. This should help the provider understand the nature of belief
systems and they can relate to a patient’s spirituality.\textsuperscript{73} It is also imperative that the health providers avoid unintentionally imposing their religious beliefs and values on patients, thereby threatening or disregarding strongly held beliefs by the patient and family.\textsuperscript{74}

**Team spirituality**

Sinclair et al. performed a qualitative autoethnographic exploration of the idea that a palliative interdisciplinary team has a collective spirituality. He found that participants conceived of spirituality as inherently relational and transcendent, and related to integrity, wholeness, meaning, and personal journeying. Spirituality was further described by team members as being wrapped in caring, manifested in small daily acts of kindness and love that are embedded within routine acts of care giving. He further found that a team’s collective spirituality was evident and palpable when they were present, which stems from common goals, values, and belonging.\textsuperscript{75}

**INTERVENTIONS**

**Spiritual interventions and quality of life**

Several studies have shown that attention to the spiritual needs of patients and families actually improves the quality of life for patients and also satisfaction with care among both patients and caregivers. Additionally, Balboni et al.\textsuperscript{5} found that among 343 patients with advanced cancer (37 percent non-white) who were “high religious copers,” those who indicated that their spiritual needs were largely or completely supported by the medical team were nearly 5 times as likely to receive hospice care and 5 times less likely to receive aggressive care at the end of life, compared with those who were not supported in this way. This finding contrasts with previous studies, where those using a high degree of religious coping have been found to utilize significantly more aggressive care near the end of life than those who do not use such a style. Greater support from the medical team, as well as receipt of pastoral care services, was also associated with a nearly 5-fold improvement in quality of life. In a related study, Song and Hanson explored the end of life care preferences of 51 African American dialysis patients in a number of presented scenarios, and found that those who had more positive, adaptive well-being scores in the spiritual dimension of the Self-Perception and Relationship Tool (S-PRT) were more likely to choose comfort care over more aggressive life-sustaining treatment.\textsuperscript{76}

**Recommended Spiritual Interventions**

The Consensus Conference on Improving the Quality of Spiritual Care as a Dimension of Palliative Care mentions several examples of spiritual health interventions that fall into the categories of therapeutic communication techniques (for example, compassionate presence, and reflective listening), therapy (such as meaning-oriented therapy or referral to a spiritual care provider), and self-care (such as journaling or exercise).\textsuperscript{34} (See Table 7)

**Table 7: Examples of Spiritual Health Interventions from Consensus Report**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Examples of specific interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\[22\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Examples of specific interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Therapeutic communication         | 1. Compassionate presence  
| techniques                        | 2. Reflective listening, query about important life events  
|                                  | 3. Support patient’s sources of spiritual strength  
|                                  | 4. Open-ended questions to elicit feelings  
|                                  | 5. Inquiry about spiritual beliefs, values and practices  
|                                  | 6. Life review, listening to the patient’s story  
|                                  | 7. Continued presence and follow-up  
| Therapy                           | 8. Guided visualization for “meaningless pain”  
|                                  | 9. Progressive relaxation  
|                                  | 10. Breathing practice or contemplation  
|                                  | 11. Meaning-oriented therapy  
|                                  | 12. Referral to spiritual care provider as indicated  
|                                  | 13. Use of story telling  
|                                  | 14. Dignity-conserving therapy  
| Self-care                         | 15. Massage  
|                                  | 16. Reconciliation with self or others  
|                                  | 17. Spiritual support groups  
|                                  | 18. Meditation  
|                                  | 19. Sacred/spiritual readings or rituals  
|                                  | 20. Yoga, tai chi  
|                                  | 21. Exercise  
|                                  | 22. Art therapy (music, art, dance)  
|                                  | 23. Journaling  

Adapted from Puchalski et al.  

In a study of the types of social support important to African Americans with cancer, participants mentioned that several practical spiritual activities were valued and helpful, including the presence of others, offers of prayers, and assistance to continue religious practices (for example, being given audiotapes of services to listen to, or being brought communion).  

London suggests that people should be encouraged to pray and talk to God about the decisions they are facing—if this is important to them—but should be discouraged from thinking that there is only one right decision. She suggests that it is more helpful to guide people to a gentle understanding that God is invested in a thoughtful, loving process rather than in particular outcomes. She further asserts that the antidote to acute afterlife concerns is acceptance of God’s forgiveness and love. This can be modeled in the attitude of the spiritual caregiver (such as a chaplain or other member of the interdisciplinary team providing spiritual care).
Some basic skills and techniques in providing spiritual care include:

- **Empathic presence.** Listen actively in a calm and non-judgmental way, and acknowledge suffering.
- **Normalization of experience.** Help patients and families realize that, while their experience may be unique, it is normal, and they are not “going crazy.”
- **Life review.** Help the person to define purpose in their life and self-worth, to establish a personal legacy, to forgive themself and others, and to arrive at closure with the past.
- **Exploration of sources of hope and meaning.** Help to provide a larger framework of meaning to help the patient/family uncover their own meaning and sources of hope.
- **Affirmation of sources of strength and comfort.** Name and affirm the positive qualities seen in the patient/family (for example, resilience, wisdom, knowledge, grace) and help the patient reflect on prior ways they have found comfort, coping, and strength, as well as suggesting new strategies.
- **Reframing.** Help the patient/family see things from a different, more positive perspective within the person’s own belief system/religious tradition, and focus on spiritual gratitude and blessing.
- **Diversional and life-affirming activities.** Help connect the person with sources of life, joy and laughter, and to reconnect with the sacred and transcendent.
- **Prayer, rituals and observance of religious practices.** Encourage the patient/family to utilize their spiritual or religious practices to find meaning, strength, and comfort.78

Some practical guidelines for spiritual care by non-chaplain health care professionals are listed in Table 8.

**Table 8: Guidelines for Spiritual Care by Non-Chaplain Health Care Professionals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guidelines</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Listen more than talk** | • Encourage patient and family to give voice/tell stories  
• Explore/don’t probe  
• Help the persons feel “heard” |
| **Practice being present** | • It is ok to say, “I don’t know, but I’m here, I hear your pain”  
• Monitor your own need to “do something” |
| **Avoid judgment of beliefs, practices, or emotional responses** | • Be aware of your own beliefs and biases  
• Be careful: Even if you share the same religious tradition, beliefs and practices vary widely |
| **Refrain from prosyletizing or imposing your own beliefs** | • Usually the person is not needing an intellectual or theoretical explanation  
• Usually the person needs comfort and reassurance |
| **Avoid discussion of religious doctrine, dogma, and complicated theological questions** | • Such as “It’s God’s will” or “God never gives you more than you” |
### Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>can bear”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• These are not usually comforting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respect patient and family spiritual framework and practices</th>
<th>Provide care in keeping with them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respect patient and family privacy in this area</th>
<th>Rather than you initiating prayer, ritual, scripture reading, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Let the patient and family invite you to participate in their religious observances or practices</th>
<th>Follow the plan for spiritual care agreed upon by patient, family, and the team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinate and collaborate as a member of the IDT</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

Some studies by Emmons suggest that a focus on blessings and what a person is thankful for can have emotional and interpersonal benefits.\(^79\)

The longer a person searches without resolution for meaning and an understanding of suffering, the more likely the person is to manifest mental and physical illness.\(^48\) At times, even in the face of an unresolved search for meaning, a person may find that the mere fact that they have survived in the face of the unthinkable indicates their emotional strength and resilience, which could lead to a greater understanding of self and a new and broader perspective on the nature of God. In such a case, the role of the spiritual caregiver is to “bear witness” to the suffering.\(^10\)

### Role of the Interdisciplinary team (IDT)

All members of the IDT should be skilled at doing a spiritual screening history. All members of the IDT should be proficient in compassionate presence and active listening.\(^34\) London asserts that the most important skill that a provider of spiritual care must possess is the ability to listen without judgment.\(^10\) All members of the IDT should have knowledge of options to address spiritual issues, including spiritual resources and information, and members should know when to refer to a board certified chaplain. All team members should have a broad minimum level of knowledge/training in the spiritual/religious values and beliefs of various cultures that may influence medical decision-making. Chaplains should have comprehensive training and knowledge in addressing sources of spiritual suffering. Board certification involves at least 1,600 hours of clinical pastoral education.\(^34\)

Puchalski et al.\(^80\) recommend a collaborative interdisciplinary model of spiritual intervention outlining the roles of the different members of the healthcare team, including recommendations of relevant, authoritative professional bodies for each.

**Physicians:** Physicians should practice “compassionate presence,” take a spiritual history, and formulate a spiritual treatment plan, including appropriate referrals (for example, meaning-centered psychotherapy/counseling, spiritual care professionals, spiritual directors, parish nurses,
pastoral counselors, music thanatologists, art or music therapy, meditation, yoga/tai chi, spiritual support groups). Physicians need to become comfortable with uncertainty.

**Nurses:** Nurses should develop a caring relationship of trust with the patient and family that includes the integration of spirituality, in order to facilitate health and healing. A part of developing trust with the patient and family is teaching in a respectful way. The nurse should convey caring, dignity and respect by: touching with tenderness during personal care; exhibiting sensitivity to pain and discomfort and intentionality when assessing and assisting with basic activities of daily living (ADLs); and providing a safe, supportive, and peaceful environment.

Spiritual assessment should be conducted as part of the nursing history, including the impact of the illness on the patient/family and their ability to cope, challenges to their sense of meaning and purpose, limitations for engaging in important spiritual/religious practices, and their sense of connectedness. Nurses should strive to identify spiritual distress and to implement appropriate interventions, such as spiritual support, hope installation, spiritual growth facilitation, religious ritual enhancement and cultural brokerage. Compassionate presence and active listening are essential components of the spiritual interventions delivered by the nurse. Nurses often play a pivotal role by communicating a patient’s needs and preferences for spiritual care to other collaborators.

**Social Workers:** Social workers should be reasonably knowledgeable about religious diversity in the U.S. As with other members of the interdisciplinary healthcare team, social workers should be adept at compassionate presence and listening with empathy. In addition, the social worker should assess the patient’s and family’s psychosocial network, help draw in appropriate resources, and draw out the patient’s deeper spiritual questions.

**Chaplains:** The role of the chaplain is to attempt to help others—through words, acts and relationships—experience the reality of God’s presence and love in their lives, and to listen attentively to their concerns. The chaplain is the interdisciplinary team member who provides in-depth spiritual counseling. The chaplain works with patients on issues of meaning and purpose, helps them with issues of existential distress and suffering, and seeks to engage the sufferer and to reframe his/her perspective of suffering in the context of life’s incongruities. At the most fundamental level, the chaplain serves as a witness to a patient’s story, mirrors unconditional love, and conveys and maintains hope. Although it is beyond the scope of this module to go into depth about the chaplain’s role, the U.S. Navy Chaplain Corp has developed a handbook for the provision of spiritual care to persons with post-traumatic stress syndrome and traumatic brain injury that may have applicability to patients and families struggling with cancer.¹ (See Appendix 2 for a table listing various recommended chaplain interventions.)

Balboni et al.⁵ conclude that chaplains play an essential role as professional providers of spiritual care, but that other medical providers also play crucial roles, which include performing spiritual assessments, recognizing spiritual needs, and making pastoral care referrals.

**Interdisciplinary Team:** After each team member has made an assessment, it is crucial for team members to share and compare, to discuss whether the religious/spiritual coping strategies of the patient are a healthy or unhealthy factor in the care of the patient, and to decide who on the team...
is best suited to address pertinent issues with the patient. Interdisciplinary healthcare professionals interact with each other to develop and implement the spiritual care plan for the patient in a fully collaborative model. 80

Psychological Interventions useful for addressing spiritual issues

Some therapies utilized by professional counselors have shown promise as effective interventions for those with serious existential or spiritual concerns. Two of these therapies, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, and Dignity Therapy, are described briefly below. Currently, the evidence-base for these therapies is preliminary, based on small observational studies, and they have yet to be studied in the U.S. population (these studies took place in Spain, Australia, and Canada). Further studies should clarify their usefulness in American patients, including African Americans, who are experiencing spiritual distress.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)

Karekla describes an innovative psychological intervention, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), that is sensitive to a person’s belief system and establishes an open environment for the person to discuss his/her religious and spiritual beliefs and how he/she utilizes these beliefs in everyday life.81 Initially, the patient’s values are explored (including spiritual and religious values) and subsequently the patient is helped to accept any experience they have no control over in light of these values, and to then commit to take actions consistent with their values.82

Dignity Therapy

Dignity Therapy is a brief, individualized psychotherapeutic intervention designed specifically to engender a sense of meaning and purpose in patients nearing death. Patients are invited to address issues that matter most to them and to identify how they would most want to be remembered after death. Themes explored include generativity, continuity of self, role preservation, maintenance of pride, hopefulness, aftermath concerns, and the tenor of their care. Chochinov et al. found this intervention to be highly acceptable to patients, with 75 percent reporting a heightened sense of dignity, nearly 70 percent reporting an increased sense of purpose and heightened sense of meaning, and close to half reporting an increased will to live. Achieving these goals was associated with a reduction in suffering among patients. Approximately 80 percent of patients reported that it had already helped (or would be helpful to) their family members.83

When the patient or family expects a miracle

The situation in which the patient and/or family expects a miracle in the face of irreversible decline in the patient’s status can be very challenging for the health care team, especially when the family bases medical decision-making on the assumption that a miraculous recovery will occur. DeLisser recommends a practical approach for the health care team to follow when the family is expecting a miracle:
1. **Explore the meaning and significance of a miracle to the family.** In addition to clarifying what the issues are, a “listening first” approach conveys to the family that the healthcare team is sincere in wanting to know what the family’s perspectives are, and demonstrates respect for their beliefs. It also provides a non-confrontational way to begin a discussion. The expectation of a miracle may reflect a belief in divine intervention, grounded in faith and perhaps enhanced by personal experience. Alternatively, the family may not understand the patient’s diagnosis and prognosis. On the other hand, it may simply be an expression of hope or optimism for the possibility of recovery. Or it may reflect the family’s distrust of the healthcare system, and may be a manifestation of a belief that further treatment would be effective, but is being withheld for some reason, such as expense or prejudice.

2. **Provide a balanced, non-argumentative response.** The information obtained above is then used to frame a response. If the anticipation of a miracle is an expression of hope or optimism, it might be pointed out that there are other types of healing besides physical healing that can occur, and alternative sources of hope besides hope for a cure. Patiently listen to expressions of hope while continuing to gently, and truthfully convey the patient’s condition. If the expression of a miracle reflects distrust or anger about deficiencies in care, attempt to reestablish trust by assuming responsibility (if appropriate) and apologizing for the previous deficiencies. If the expectation of a miracle truly represents a belief in divine intervention, don’t argue the validity of the belief. Instead, emphasize non-abandonment, cite professional obligations to institute only those medical treatments that are appropriate and effective, the obligation to avoid causing needless burden and suffering, and the obligation to follow the patient’s preferences for treatments if they are effective. At times, reframing the meaning and manifestation of the miracle with care and sensitivity (for example, the miracle may be that estranged family members have been brought together, or that the patient’s life becomes an inspiration to other family members) may be helpful, as might the suggestion that if a miracle is to occur, physician actions will not prevent it.

3. **Negotiate patient-centered compromises while practicing good medicine.** Is it important to the family that the patient remain on life support to allow another family member to be present at the time of death? This would likely be an important goal for the patient, and, when possible, should be accommodated. Negotiate compromises to bring the care team and the family’s goals into closer alignment; for example, continuing pressors in a patient who has irreversible decompensated heart failure at the family’s request, but negotiating that CPR will not be initiated if cardiac arrest occurs. The healthcare team should not presume that they should be trusted by the family, but the team should work diligently and compassionately to provide the optimal care to the patient and to address sources of suffering for both the patient and the family. This approach will likely be successful in facilitating a relationship of trust between the healthcare team and the family, and will help the family come to acceptance of the prognosis of their family member. The chaplain member of the healthcare team can provide an invaluable role in these types of discussions and negotiations.
Spirituality and Professional Boundaries

It is unethical for the physician or other members of the healthcare team to proselytize to the patient and family who are under their care. The patient and family should never feel pressured to accept the beliefs of the treating clinician. Also, on the issue of praying with a patient, the following are recommendations of T.F. Dagi, a neurosurgeon and ethicist:

- Physicians and (other health professionals) should not pray openly with a patient without his or her explicit request and permission.
- If the patient/family requests that the physician/health professional pray with them, the health professional can join in the prayer, but the prayer should be led by the patient/family or an identified religious leader distinct from the treating medical team whenever possible so as to avoid even an appearance of religious coercion.
- Physician/health professional-led prayer is acceptable only when pastoral care is not readily available, when the patient is intent on prayer with the health professional, and when the health professional can pray without having to feign faith and without manipulating the patient.
- Secular health professionals can respect the patient’s beliefs and accommodate requests for joint prayer by gently declining to actively pray and instead listening respectfully as a patient prays.85

In the essay, “Religion, Spirituality and Medicine: Application to Clinical Practice,” Koenig (a researcher in the effect of religion and spirituality on health) recommends the following:86

- Physicians should acknowledge and respect the spiritual lives of patients, and always keep interventions patient-centered. This may involve obtaining a spiritual history in those with illness that threatens life or way of life.
- Physicians should not “prescribe” religious beliefs or activities for health reasons.
- Physicians should not impose their religious beliefs on patients or initiate prayer without knowledge of the patient’s religious background and likely appreciation of such activity.
- Physicians should not provide in-depth religious counseling to patients, as this is best provided by trained clergy.

It is important for all members of the interdisciplinary healthcare team to practice within their competencies when it comes to spiritual care, and to refer patients and families to the appropriate expert when care beyond the competency of the team member is required.
SUMMARY

Addressing spiritual issues is part of the standard of care for health professionals caring for patients with advanced cancer and their families.

Spirituality is a vital part of the lives of African Americans, who, on the whole, rely on religious coping to a greater extent than the general population to deal with cancer in their lives.

There is a rich religious and spiritual diversity among the African American community, and healthcare providers should avoid making assumptions about the spiritual beliefs and practices of the individual patient and his/her family.

The interdisciplinary health professional should address sources of spiritual distress for African American cancer patients with sensitivity and with attention to issues that are of the most importance to the individual patient and family, with the goal of reducing suffering and improving quality of life.

Key take-home points

1. Spirituality plays a vital role as African American patients and their families adjust to serious illness, including cancer.

2. Failure to assess and address the spiritual needs of those with cancer or other serious illness can lead to spiritual distress, and adversely affects quality of life, medical outcomes, and decision-making for the general population with cancer, as well as for African American patients with advanced cancer and their families.

3. Standards for quality palliative care include competent, discipline-specific, and interdisciplinary spiritual assessment followed by appropriate interventions to relieve the spiritual suffering of patients and families dealing with serious illness. All healthcare providers caring for those with serious illness should, at a minimum, screen all their patients for spiritual distress and refer appropriately for intervention.

Appendix 1: Spiritual Assessment Tools

FICA (Puchalski & Romer, 2000)

F – Faith, Belief, Meaning: “Do you consider yourself spiritual or religious?” or “Do you have spiritual beliefs that help you cope with stress?”

I – Importance or Influence of religious and spiritual beliefs and practices: “What importance does your faith or belief have in your life? Have your beliefs influenced how you take care of yourself in this illness? What role do your beliefs play in regaining your health?”
**C – Community connections:** “Are you part of a spiritual or religious community? Is this of support to you, and how? Is there a group of people you really love or who are important to you?”

**A – Address/Action in the context of medical care:** “How would you like me, your healthcare provider, to address these issues in your healthcare?”

---

**HOPE** (Anandarajah & Hight, 2001)

**H** – Sources of hope, meaning, comfort, strength, peace, love, and compassion: “What is there in your life that gives you internal support? What are the sources of hope, strength, comfort, and peace? What do you hold onto during difficult times? What sustains you and keeps you going?”

**O** – Organized religion: “Do you consider yourself as part of an organized religion? How important is that for you? What aspects of your religion are helpful and not so helpful to you? Are you part of a religious or spiritual community? Does it help you? How?”

**P** – Personal spirituality/practices: “Do you have personal spiritual beliefs that are independent of organized religion? What are they? Do you believe in God? What kind of relationship do you have with God? What aspects of your spirituality or spiritual practices do you find most helpful to you personally?”

**E** – Effects on medical care and end-of-life issues: Has being sick (or your current situation) affected your ability to do the things that usually help you spiritually? (Or affected your relationship with God?) As a doctor/health professional, is there anything that I can do to help you access the resources that usually help you? Are you worried about any conflicts between your beliefs and your medical situation/care decisions? Are there any specific practices or restrictions I should know about in providing your medical care?”

---

**SPIRIT** (Abridged: Maugans, 1997; Ambuel & Weissman, 1999)

**S** – Spiritual belief system: “Do you have a formal religious affiliation? Can you describe this? Do you have a spiritual life that is important to you?”

**P** – Personal spirituality: “Describe the beliefs and practices of your religion that you personally accept. Describe those beliefs and practices that you do not accept or follow. In what ways is your spirituality/religion meaningful to you?”

**I** – Integration with a spiritual community: “Do you belong to any religious or spiritual groups or communities? How do you participate in this group/community? What importance does this group have for you? What types of support and help does or could this group provide for you in dealing with health issues?”
R – Ritualized practices and restrictions: “What specific practices do you carry out as part of your religious and spiritual life? What lifestyle activities or practices do your religion encourage, discourage or forbid? To what extent have you followed these guidelines?”

I – Implications for medical practice: “Are there specific elements of medical care that your religion discourages or forbids? To what extent have you followed these guidelines? What aspects of your religion/spirituality would you like me to keep in mind as I care for you?”

T – Terminal events planning: “Are there particular aspects of medical care that you wish to forgo or have withheld because of your religion/spirituality? Are there religious or spiritual practices or rituals that you would like to have available in the hospital or at home? Are there religious or spiritual practices that you wish to plan for at the time of death, or following death? As we plan for your medical care near the end-of-life, in what ways will your religion and spirituality influence your decisions?”

FACT (Larocca-Pitts, 2008)

F – Faith (or Beliefs): “What is your faith or belief? So you consider yourself a person of faith or a spiritual person? What things do you believe that give your life meaning and purpose?”

A – Active (or Available, Accessible, Applicable): “Are you currently active in your faith community? Is support for your faith available to you? Do you have access to what you need to apply your faith (or your beliefs)? Is there a person or a group whose presence and support you value at a time like this?”

C – Coping (or Comfort); Conflicts (or Concerns): “How are you coping with your medical situation? Is your faith (your beliefs) helping you cope? How is your faith (your beliefs) providing comfort in light of your diagnosis? Do any of your religious beliefs or spiritual practices conflict with medical treatment? Are there any particular concerns you have for us as your medical team?”

T – Treatment plan: If patient is coping well, then either support and encourage or reassess at a later date as patient’s situation changes. If patient is coping poorly, then 1) depending on relationship and similarity in faith/beliefs, provide direct intervention: spiritual counseling, prayer, Sacred Scripture, et cetera, 2) encourage patient to address these concerns with their own faith leader, or 3) make a referral to the hospital chaplain for further assessment.

Consensus Panel of the American College of Physicians recommends the following 4 questions be included in a spiritual history:60

1. “Is faith (religion/spirituality) important to you in your illness?”
2. “Has faith been important to you at other times in your life?”
3. “Do you have someone to talk to about religious matters?”
4. “Would you like to explore religious matters with someone?”

## Oncologist-Assisted Spiritual Intervention Study (OASIS) Patient-Centered Spirituality Inquiry

### 1 Exploring Spiritual/Religious Concerns in Adults with Cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Care Provider Action</th>
<th>Possible Patient Response</th>
<th>Health Care Provider Reply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduce issue in neutral inquiring manner.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>“When dealing with a serious illness, many people draw on religious or spiritual beliefs to help them cope. It would be helpful to me to know how you feel about this.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inquire further, adjusting inquiry to patient’s initial response.</strong></td>
<td>Positive-Active Faith Response</td>
<td>“What have you found most helpful about your beliefs since your illness?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral-Receptive Response</td>
<td>“How might you draw on your faith or spiritual beliefs to help you?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spiritually Distressed Response (e.g., anger or guilt)</td>
<td>“Many people feel that way. What might help you come to terms with this?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defensive/Rejecting Response</td>
<td>“It sounds like you’re uncomfortable that I brought this up. What I’m really interested in is how you are coping. Can you tell me about that?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continue to explore further as indicated.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>“I see. Can you tell me more (about…)?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inquire about ways of finding meaning and a sense of peace.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Is there some way in which you are able to find a sense of meaning or peace in the midst of this?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inquire about resources.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Whom do you have to talk to about this/ these concerns?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offer assistance as appropriate and available.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Perhaps we can arrange for you to talk to someone. There’s a support group I can suggest. There are some reading materials in the waiting room.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health Care Provider Action | Possible Patient Response | Health Care Provider Reply
---|---|---
Bring inquiry to a close. | “I appreciate you discussing these issues with me. May I ask about it again?”

Adopted from Kristeller et al. [61]

### Appendix 2: Chaplain interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Specific</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intentional ministry of presence</td>
<td>Clinical use of prayer</td>
<td>Spiritual mantram repetition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual reframing</td>
<td>Healing rituals</td>
<td>Creative writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of spiritual gratitude &amp; blessings</td>
<td>Confession – guilt &amp; forgiveness work</td>
<td>Interventions Below Require Special Training:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning-making</td>
<td>Percentage of guilt discussion (What percent of guilt does person actually deserve?)</td>
<td>Sweat Lodge – Apache Warrior Ritual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grief work</td>
<td>Life-review – Spiritual autobiography</td>
<td>Psychic Judo – going with the negative emotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scripture paralleling/Education</td>
<td>Interpersonal psychotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reframing God assumptions – Examining harmful spiritual attributions</td>
<td>Trauma incident reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encouraging connection with a spiritual community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From: Spiritual Care Handbook on PTSD/TBI
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Self-Assessment Questions

Module 16 AA: Spirituality

1. You are visiting Mrs. Jackson, a 34 y.o. African American woman who has just been diagnosed with metastatic breast cancer. You ask her how she is doing and she replies, “Well, you know, this has been a real blow! But I just have to give this over to God, and leave this in His hands. He will help me through this.”

This is an example of:

☐ a). collaborative religious coping
☐ b). focusing on religion to stop worrying
☐ c). over-reliance on God
☐ d). active religious surrender

2. African American patients like Mrs. Jackson who rely heavily on spirituality to cope with illness are:

☐ a). More likely than White patients to use hospice care
☐ b). Less likely than White patients to desire all life-supporting measures as death nears
☐ c). Less likely than White patients to have advance directives in place
☐ d). Less likely to believe in divine intervention than White patients

3. All members of the interdisciplinary team (IDT) should be able to:

☐ a). Perform a formal spiritual assessment on a patient with severe illness
☐ b). Utilize dignity-conserving therapy for those with spiritual distress
☐ c). Use compassionate presence as a spiritual intervention
☐ d). Exhibit intentionality when providing hands-on care

4. Mr. Moss is a 67 y.o. African American with hormone and chemotherapy refractory metastatic prostate cancer who is admitted to the hospital because of altered mental status over the past 3 weeks. He has been losing weight steadily, and can no longer stand or walk. You are meeting with the family to discuss goals of care for this admission. The
family states categorically that the chemotherapy was discontinued prematurely, and that they know that God will perform a miracle and heal Mr. Moss, if his treatment is resumed.

Your initial response to this statement that God will perform a miracle should be:

☐ a). A miracle is by definition a very rare occurrence, and it is very unlikely that this will happen for Mr. Moss.
☐ b). Ask if their religion allows for a do not resuscitate order to be written.
☐ c). Ask a chaplain to come by, and meet with the family later to discuss goals of care.
☐ d). Ask the family what they mean by “God will perform a miracle”.

Self-Assessment Answers

Question 1. The correct answer is: d)
Mrs. Jackson is exhibiting both active religious surrender, defined as actively giving up control to a higher power, as well as seeking spiritual support, or searching for comfort and reassurance through love and care of a higher power. Both of these types of spiritual coping are more common among African American patients than Whites, according to a study by True et al. Collaborative religious coping, or seeking control through a partnership with God or a higher power, is another coping strategy commonly utilized by African Americans, but does not apply to the example above. This is not an example of “over-reliance on God”.

Question 2. The correct answer is: c)
African American patients, especially those who use a high level of spiritual coping, are less likely than White patients to use hospice care, more likely to desire all life-supporting measures as death nears, less likely than White patients to have advance directives in place, and more likely to believe in divine intervention than White patients.

Question 3. The correct answer is: c)
All members of the IDT should be skilled at using compassionate presence and active listening, among other skills. Dignity-conserving therapy is a new psycho-therapeutic intervention that requires special training. Nurses should exhibit intentionality when providing hands-on care. Although all members of the IDT should be able to obtain a spiritual history, it is the chaplain member of the team who performs a formal spiritual assessment on patients.

Question 4. The correct answer is: d)
The initial response to the statement by a patient or family that God will perform a miracle is to explore the meaning and significance of a miracle to the family. “Listening first” conveys respect
and signals that you are interested in the family’s point of view. Providing a balanced, non-argumentative response is the next step, followed by negotiating a patient-centered compromise consistent with good medical practice. Although a chaplain may be helpful to the patient and family who is experiencing spiritual distress, abruptly interrupting a goals discussion to send a chaplain who has not been requested by the family is inappropriate. Even though a miracle is a very rare occurrence, little is to be gained by challenging the family’s belief in a miracle as a first step, and may undermine trust between the patient/family and health providers.